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INCONFINEMENTANDTRANSPORTINH-MODE

ANDVH-MODEDISCHARGESINTHEDIII-DTOKAMAK*
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Measurements of the radial electric field, Er, with high spatial and high time
resolution in H-mode and VH-mode discharges in the DIII-D tokamak have revealed the
significant influence of the shear in E r on confinement and transport in these discharges.
These measurements are made using the DIII-D Charge Exchange Recombination (CER)
System.l,2 At the L-H transition in DIII-D plasmas, a negative well-like E_ profile
deveLops just within the magnetic separatrix. A region of shear in Er results, which
extends 1 to 2 cm into the plasma from the scparatrix. At the transition, this region of

sheared Er exhibits the greatest increase in impurity ion poloidal rotation velocity and the
greatest reduction in plasma fluctuations. A transport barrier is formed in this same
region of ExB velocity shear as is signified by large increases in the observed gradients

of the ion temperature, the carbon density, the electron temperature and electron
density. 3-9The development of the region of sheared E,, the increase in impurity ion
poloidal rotation, the reduction in plasma turbt)lencc, ;and the transport barrier all occur
simultaneously at the L-H transition. The localization of the sheared region in Er is well
defined with respect to the location of the separatrix, which is well resolved from the
variation in the signal amplitudes of the CER chords spanning the separatrix. 7
Progressing into the H-mode, the transport barrier and the improved confinement lead to

large impurity ion edge pressure gradients, which reinforce the shear in Er just within the
separatrix and provide conditions favorable for maintaining the Iq-mode. 7 A further
improvement in confinement, known as the VH-mode, is observed when the shear in Er

penetrates further into the plasma interior.=O This penetration is determined from the
increase in the shear in the impurity ion toroidal rotation velocity profile in the transition
from the H-mode to the VH-mode. The increase in the spatial extent of the ExB velocity
shear correlates with a reduction of high frequency density fluctuations and the effective
single fluid thermal diffusivity, Zerf,over this same region.ll This region of increased
penetration of Er shear defines the plasma volume which exhibits the substantial increase
in confinement observed in VH-mode plasmas._O-12

The L-H transition occurs in a very narrow region (<2 cm) just within the plasma
separatrix and investigations of the local transport at the transition require measurements
of kinetic profiles [Ti(r), nc vii(r), Te(r), n_(r)] with sufficient spatial resolution (<I cm) to
adequately determine the changes involved. The DIII-D CER system has an effective_.
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spatial resolution of 6 mm for Er and plasma velocity measurements and a resolution of
3 mm for ion temperature and carbon density measurements. These measurements have
determined the formation and the nature of the transport barrier at the transition. The

development of the spatial structure of the radial electric field, E r, at the L-H transition is
clearly shown in Fig. l(a). The measurements of Er are determined from spectroscopic
measurements of the C VII impurity ion obtained from the DIII-D CER system and the
radial force balance equation. 7 Er is essentially zero throughout the L-mode phase as is
indicated by the profile at 7 ms before the transition. At the L-H transition, the radial
electric field just inside the separatrix becomes significantly negative and there is a clear
development of a negative well-like structure in the Er profile within the 2 cm of the
separatrix. This region of sheared Er then persists into the H-mode as shown by the later
time profile. The greatest contribution to Er in the radial force balance equation comes
from the poloidal rotation of the C VII ions which increases dramatically at the transition
as shown in Fig. 1(b). Also, shown on both figures is the change in density fluctuations at
the plasma edge as determined from the rcflectometry system,13 This change is
represented by the radial profile of the ratio of the frequency integrated reflectometer
power levels after the transition compared to before the transition. This ratio is
determined for each reflectometer channel observing the plasma edge. The locations of
the reflectometer points are determined using the electron density profiles measured by
the DIII-D Thomson scattering system.14 Figure l(a) clearly shows that the region of the
sheared electric field is also the region of the greatest reduction in density fluctuations.
Figure l(c) and 1(d) show the ion temperature and C VII density profiles for those same
times. There is an increase in the gradients of the ion temperature and carbon density at
the transition with further increases in time into the H-mode. Similarly, Figs. l(e) and
l(f) show the steepening gradients of the electron temperature and density profiles as
determined by the Thomson scattering system. The steepening of the gradients is a clear
indication of the formation of transport barrier for the ions and the electrons at the plasma

edge. The regions of the sheared electric field, the reduction in the plasma density
fluctuations, and the transport barrier are the same and form simultaneously at the L-H
transition.

It should be noted that the most rapid change in the kinetic profiles at the transition
are observed at the very edge of the plasma. The reduction of the average thermal
diffusivities and the improved confinement further in towards the plasma core occurs on
a much slower timescale of at least a factor 100 on the order of 10s of milliseconds.15

The region of the shear in Er and the transport barrier both form just inside the last
closed flux surface (LCFS). The localization of this region with respect to the LCFS is
well-defined from analysis of the amplitudes of the CER spectra observed by the edge

spatial chords. Figure 2 shows the amplitude of the CER signal from four spatial
channels as a function of time for a hot ion H-mode plasma. Each spatial channel is

separated by 6 mm in radial position. The location of the separatrix as determined from
magnetic measurements and an MHD equilibrium code 16 (EFIT) is 2.287 +_0.005 m.
Chords V 11 and V 12 are inside the separatrix and Chords V13 and V14 are on or outside

the separatrix. At the L-H transition, Chords VI 1 and V12, which are inside the
separatrix show increases in signal amplitude after the L-H transition whereas
Chords V13 and V14 show a clear decrease in sig,aal amplitude. Furthermore, the
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Fig.1. Radialprofilesof variousquantitiesattheplasmaedgeforthreetimesspanningtheL-H transition.
ThehorizontalaxisrepresentsthemajorradiusofthemeasuremenLTheshadedregionrepresentsthe
uncertaintyin thedeterminationof theseparatrixlocationfrommagneticmeasurementsandMHD
equilibriumfit._.Alsoshownineachsubfigureis thechangein thepowerof thedensityfluctuation
signalmeasuredbythereflectometrysystemacrossthetransition.Thischangeis shownas theratio
of the reflectometerpowerafterthetransitionto beforethetransition.Theverticalscalefor this
measurementis shownontherighthandsideof thefigure.Thetimesshowninthefiguresarewith
respecttothetimeof theL-Htransition.Theintegratior,,imeof theCERmeasurementsis 2 ms.The
subfiguresare:(a)profileof theradialelectricfield,(b)profileof thepoloidalrotationvelocityof the
C VII ions,(c) profileof the ion temperature,(d) profileof the densityof C VII ions,(e) electron
temperatureprofileasmeasuredbytheThomsonscatteringsystem,(f)electrondensityprofdeasalso
measuredbytheThomsonscatteringsystem.
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Fig.2.TheamplitudesoftheactualCERsignalforfourpoloidalChordsVll toV14asafunctionoftimefrom
theL-modeandthroughtheH-mode,Thedeuteriumbeamsforauxiliaryheatingwereturnedat
2300msandtheL-Htransitionoccurredat2340.5ms,followedbyanuninterruptedH-modephaseto
2450ms.Thechord'samplitudeshaveundergonea relativecalibrationandanormalization.TheV11
chordistheinnermostchordandV14istheoutermostchord.Thechordseparationis0,6cm,

difference between the amplitude of Chords V12 and V13 increased dramatically at the
transition and into the H-mode indicating the formation of a strong particle transport
barrier and high C VII density gradients just within the separatrix. The variation in the
signal amplitudes of the CER channels show agreement with the EFIT results on the
location of the separatfix within the error bar of the EFIT determination. The change in
signal amplitudes for chords inside and outside the separatrix location is significant and
is a clear signature of the L-H transition.

The ion temperature and carbon density gradients just inside the separatrix continue
to evolve over 10s of milliseconds into the H-mode, which result in large carbon ion
pressure gradients at the plasma edge. Also, the carbon ion toroidal rotation across the
plasma increases with time into the H-mode such that later in the H-mode the toroidal

rotation contribution to Er from the force balance equation cancels out the poloidal
rotation term just inside the separatrix. However, the well-developed shear in Er is
maintained as a result of the large negative pressure gradient at the plasma edge
throughout the H-mode. 7

The progression from H-mode to VH-mode plasmas is marked by an increase in
energy confinement time which can be up to 2.4 times the JET/DIII-D ELM-free
H-mode scaling relationship. The H-mode to VH-mode transition occurs when the

region of high shear in the radial electric field at the plasma edge extends further into the
plasma core. m Transport analysis using the ONETWO transport code17 indicates that the
region which exhibits the largest increase in Er shear towards the plasma core (between
magnetic flux surfaces, p = 0.6 to 0.9) corresponds tt_ the region of decreased local
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thermal transport in the VH-mode. Figure 3 shows the development of the Er profile
from H-mode (t = 2140 ms) to VH-mode (t = 2490 ms) conditions. The region of high Er

shear typical of H-mode extends from p = 0.9 to the separatrix. In VH-mode, this region
of high shear has extended inwards to p = 0.6. The determination of the effective single
fluid thermal diffusivity, Xcrr, for these two times clearly shows a significant improvement
in thermal transport over this same region, ll As a measure of the effectiveness of the
increased Er shear in reducing tile plasma turbulence, the expression of Biglari, Diamond
and TerrylS for the magnitude of shear required for turbulence suppression is used,
V_B _ (B/BT) d/dR (E/B) _>(Aco/koSR) _ V'_r where B is the total magnetic field, BT is
the toroidal component, Am is the frequency spread of the turbulence, AR is the radial
correlation length and ko is the poloidal wavenumber of the turbulence. Measurements of
these quantities in the plasma edge of DIII-D s give Am = 27:x 100 kHz and AR =, 1 cm
for ko = 2 cm-l, which then gives V'nrJr= 3 x 105 s-I. Using these edge conditions as an
approximation to conditions further in, the central part of Fig. 3 shows that the measured
increase in Er shear is sufficient to suppress tile turbulence between p = ().6 to 0.9, which
is also the region of improved thermal transport.

Burst-like density fluctuations, measured by the FIR scattering system `)in the range
of 0.5 to 1.5 MHz Doppler shifted (in lab frame) and also by the soft X-ray system and
the magnetic probes, are observed to decrease around p = 0.8 as the Er shear broadens. At
the same time, there is a marked increase in the shear of the toroidal velocity between
0.67 < 9 < 0.82, whereas the toroidal velocity between 0.93 < p < 0.82 slows down about
20 ms before the improvement in thermal transport. Because these bursts transport
angular momentum, these fluctuations are referred to as momentum transfer events
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Fig.3. Radialprofilesof theradia!electricfield,theshearintheExBvelocityandthesinglefluidthermal
diffusivityat anH-modetimeandVH-mod_,timeofShot75121.Thesolid(VH-mode)anddash
(H--mode)curvesrepresentthetimesshownintheinsetinthetopboxwhichshowsthehistoryofthe
thermalenergyconfinementtimenormalizedtotheJET/DIII-DH-modescalingrelationship.
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(MTEs).The large increase in energy confinement follows after the expansion of the
region of high shear in Er and the reduction of the density fluctuations. It should be noted
that although suppression of MTEs results in improved confinement, the increase in

velocity and Er shear and energy confinement times can occur prior to significant
suppression of MTEs in cases where the MTEs are weak.

VH-mode plasmas in DIII-D are most prevalent in high triangularity, double-null
diverted configurations. In these configurations, a large part of the plasma volume
accesses the second stable regime to ideal ballooning modes.12 Consequently, VH-mode
plasmas are ELM-free a,.d do not suffer from confinement losses due to ELMs. Although

access to the second stable regime to ideal ballooning modes may be a necessary
condition for VH-mode, it is not a sufficient condition. The accessibility of the plasma to
the stable regime is insufficient for the observed confinement improvement since the
second stable regime is only accessed in the region between p = 0.85 and the separatrix,
whereas the large decrease in the thermal diffusivity is observed primarily between 0.6 <
p < 0.9. Therefore, it does not appear flint access to the second stable regime alone is the
reason for the observed improvement in confinement.

Measurements of the radial electric field, plasma turbulence, thermal transport, and
energy confinement have been performed l'ora wide range of plasma conditions and
configurations. The results support the supposition that the progression of improving
confinement at the L-H transition, into the H-mode and then into the VH-mode can be

explained by the hypothesis of the suppression of plasma turbulence by the increasing
penetration of the region of sheared E×B velocity into the plasma interior.
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